Your job as the graphic illustrator is to draw two pictures into the whiteboard section that depict the main idea and feeling in that narrative. Your task is to create illustrations, in the online discussion section, that show a characters’ interaction with other characters or story elements. After using the drawing tools to create your picture, add text labels to the parts to assist everyone with understanding your drawings. Additionally, you will draw pictures that show story/text ideas and then discuss your idea pictures with your group, using either the shared whiteboard, or with paint program and then copying and pasting the pictures to the whiteboard space. Once your pictures are finished, create a text box and write out a description of the characters’ interaction in complete sentences and standard paragraph form. Use the space below to develop your paragraph drafts.

Draft Paragraph Descriptions:

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Topics to be carried over to the next discussion session:

Reading assignment for the next discussion: page ______ to page ______.
Date for next discussion: __________